The aim of the paper is to propose a new description of extraction in plain TAG. Contrary to Kroch 1987's analysis, our description is based on the fact that the power of a relative clause to adjoin on a noun can be attached to the wh-word rather than to a verb. This analysis solves some problems of the previous analysis, notably by giving the right semantic dependency in case of pied-piping.
Introduction
The only description of extractions in TAG we know has been developed by Kroch & Joshi (1986) , Kroch (1987) and implemented in the developed grammars of English (XTAG 1995) and French (Abeillé 1991 , Candito 1999 . This implementation solves the unboundedness of extractions with predicative adjoining, but the pied-piping is solved using a special feature. We think that this solution of pied-piping is not absolutely convenient, because some edge of the derivation tree cannot be interpreted as semantic dependency (Candito & Kahane 1998) . Our assumption is based on the fact that a TAG derivation tree can be interpreted as a semantic graph, that is a predicate-argument structure. Moreover this implementation fails to describe some cases of extraction, such as some French dont-relatives. We propose a new description of extraction in TAG which solve most of these problems. Nevertheless, our study must rather be appreciated as an investigation of the limits of the TAG formalism, because we think that TAG is not the most appropriate framework for the implementation of our description of extractions. The same analysis is more suitably implemented in GAG/DTG (Candito & Kahane 1998).
Semantic dependencies
The meaning of a sentence comes from the combination of the meaning of the lexical units of the sentence. A lexical meaning or semanteme can be considered as a semantic functor or predicate. For instance, consider:
(1)
Peter often saw black cats.
In (1), the meaning 'see' is a binary functor whose argument are 'Peter' and 'cat', whereas 'often' and 'black' are unary functors with respectively 'see' and 'cat' as arguments. This predicateargument structure can be represented by a graph (Fig. 1) , called a semantic graph (Zolkovski & Mel'çuk 1967 , Mel'çuk 1988 ). An edge of such a graph is called a semantic dependency. The two extremities of a semantic dependency are called the semantic governor and the semantic argument. A semantic graph can be converted into a logical formula by reification : for each semanteme a variable is introduced as first argument of the predicate; this variable is used by other predicates pointing on it in the semantic graph. The semantic graph of Fig. 1 
Principles for our TAG
We assume the following linguistic properties for elementary trees. The elementary trees correspond to exactly one semantic unit (Abeillé 1991), and respect the predicate-argument cooccurrence principle (PACP), with a semantic interpretation (Candito & Kahane 1998 , Candito 1999 : semantic predicates anchor trees with positions for the syntactic expression of all and only their semantic arguments. 1 It is important to note that the PACP concerns any position to extend, whether substitution or foot node. Therefore, the arcs of a TAG derivation tree can be interpreted as semantic dependencies. In the following, substitution arcs will be represented by down arrows and adjoining arcs, by up arrows. The label on an arrow indicates the position of the semantic argument in the predication (first, second...). A last word about complementizers: as noted by Tesnière (1959) , which called them translatifs, they are grammatical words that mark a link between two words. Contrary to Franck 1992, we think that complementizers must be attached to the SEMANTIC governor, that is the word that controls the link. For instance, in Peter thinks that Mary likes beans, that will be a co-anchor of the elementary tree anchored by thinks-the semantic governor of likes-, while in the beans that Mary likes, that will be a co-anchor of likes-the semantic governor of beans. See our solution of qui/que alternation of the complementizer in French for an illustration of this principle (Fig.14) .
The plain TAG formalism constrains adjoining in the following manner: the root and foot nodes of an auxiliary tree β must be of same categories. It follows that, in a predicative adjunction, the anchor of β and the semantic argument on which β adjoins must be of same categories. In order to allow predicative adjunction on a semantic argument of a different category this constraint must be relaxed. Although it is well known that it does not modify the generative power (Vijay-Shanker 1987 , we do not think that it was really used for linguistic descriptions in TAG. 2 The solution simply consists in considering categories as top and bottom features. In this case, all nodes will have a same transparent category X and real syntactic categories will only appear in top and bottom features. The following notation will be adopted: [A|B] := [X,t:A,b:B]. For the sake of simplicity, a node with same top and bottom categories A will be noted A: A := [A|A]. Note that a node that has different top and bottom categories has to receive an adjunction. This little change in the formalism (which does not change the generative power) allows new linguistic descriptions. Before going to the extraction, we will study the case of determiners, predicative adjectives and tough-movement.
Fig. 2. Adjunction and top and bottom features
Determiner. In TAG, it is usual to consider that the determiner adjoins on the noun, which gives us the right semantic dependencies. Nevertheless, in usual TAG, this analysis needs to attribute the same categories to a phrase with and without a determiner and to distinguish them by a special feature (generally called [det]). It is now possible to use different categories ( Fig. 3 ). Note that it does not change anything here if we use a NP label rather a DP label. In the following, determiners are no longer considered, and a N label will be used for noun phrases (as in Abeillé 1991).
Predicative adjective. Basic adjectives are considered as unary predicates, which adjoin on their semantic argument when they are attributive. Conversely, when they are predicative, their semantic argument substitutes. So in Peter seems happy, Peter, which is a semantic argument of happy and not of seems, will substitute in happy and seems will adjoin in happy. The tree αhappy will thus contain a [VP|A] node on which βseem will adjoin. Note that such a category forces the adjunction of a verb. The verb be will be treated, in this case, as seem, although it is semantically empty. 
Fig. 4. Derivation tree for Peter is/seems happy
Tough-movement. Tough-movement is described in the same way as predicative adjective and the same trees are used for the copulative verb be and the raising verb seem ( Fig. 5 and 6 ). 4 The derivation tree can again be interpreted as a correct semantic graph. Note that easy needs different trees in the two constructions considered, which is avoided in GAG/DTG (Candito & Kahane 1998). 
Extractions
We will consider a case of pied-piping in French:
(2) Marie connaît la fille à la mère de qui Pierre parle. M. knows the girl to the mother of which P. talks. (2) Three solutions will be considered. In the first one (Fig. 8) , the verb parle 'talk' and the wh-word qui 'which' co-anchor a tree βà qui-parle, which adjoins on the antecedent fille 'daughter'. To obtain (2), βmère must adjoin on βà qui-parle. In this case, the derivation tree cannot be satisfactorily interpreted as a semantic graph, because parle 'talk' is not the semantic argument of mère 'mother'. Nevertheless, this is a good solution from a weak generative capacity viewpoint. The second solution (Fig. 9) is adapted from Kroch 1987 and is adopted by all the studies we know in TAG. The tree βà qui-parle of the first solution is broken in two trees: a tree βparle, which still adjoins on the antecedent, and a tree αqui, which substitutes in it. (2) In this solution, mère is the semantic argument of parle, but there is also an adjunction arc between βparle and the antecedent that cannot be interpreted as a semantic dependency. Moreover, a feature [wh] is necessary to ensure that the noun phrase that substitutes in the extracted position of βparle contains a wh-word. So a wh-word must be [wh:+] and a tree such as αmère must have two coreferent features [wh:x]. To avoid that a noun phrase without a wh-word substitute on a [wh:+] position, a noun must be [wh:-].
The idea of the third solution (Fig. 10) is to break the tree βà qui-parle of the first solution in another way. Following Tesnière 1959, we consider that the wh-word plays two roles: on one hand, it fills a position in the relative as pronoun and on the other hand it controls the distribution of the relative. If we follow this idea, it is more natural to attach the power to adjoin on a noun to the wh-word than to the verb of the relative. The adjoining arc between βqui and the antecedent (labeled =) can be interpreted as a link of coreference which can be collapsed to keep only the semantic dependencies. Fig. 10 . A third (more suitable) derivation for (2) As we see, βparle, which have a top node of top category S' and a foot node of bottom category N, can adjoin on the node of category [S'|N] of βqui. In addition to the fact that this analysis gives us the right semantic dependencies, there is another advantage: the same trees βparle and βmère can be used for other extractions, such as topicalization and direct or indirect interrogatives:
(3) a. A la mère de Marie, Pierre parle.
To the mother of Mary, Peter talks. b. Marie sait à la mère de qui Pierre parle.
M. knows to the mother of which P. talks. We will now give an analysis of a well known and puzzling construction in French (Kayne 1975).
As it can be seen in (6), the extraction of a subject phrase out of subordinate clause is possible, but only with a strange alternation of the complementizers:
(6) a. le type qui dort the guy who is-sleeping b.
Je pense que ce type dort I think that this guy is-sleeping c.
le type que je pense qui dort the guy that I think [that] is-sleeping d.
* le type qui je pense que dort
Our analysis is based on the following assumptions: 1) que and qui are two forms of a same lexeme qu-: qui = qu- [nom:+] and que = qu- [nom:-] .
2) A phrase of category S' must contain one and only one term in the nominative case: it is either the subject of the verb or, if the subject is extracted, the complementizer. For this reason, the two subconstituents of an S' must bear [nom] features with opposite values.
In other words, our analysis supposes that a subject can be extracted, but not the nominative case borne by it. In conformity with our assumption that a complementizer is attached to the semantic governor of the link that it marks, the wh-word qu-introducing the relative clause co-anchors the tree of a verb whose subject has been extracted (tree βn1qu-V, Fig. 14) , which is the semantic governor of the antecedent noun. If no bridge verb is inserted, as in sentence (6a), qu-becomes [nom:+] and is realized by qui, else it becomes [nom:-] and is realized by que, as in sentence (6c). Conversely, the complementizer qu-that introduces the subordinate clause subcategorized by the bridge verb pense 'think' co-anchors the tree βpense. If the bridge verb adjoins on a verb with a subject, as in (6b), qu-becomes [nom:-] and is realized by que, while it becomes [nom:-] and is realized by qui if it adjoins on a verb whose subject has been extracted, as in (6c). Our solution differs from Franck 1992:173, where the complementizers are not attached to the semantic governors and it is not possible to use the same elementary trees to derive the sentences (6a-c). 
Conclusion
The main attraction of Kroch's analysis is its ability to derive a variety of constraints on extraction. Our analysis retains this particularity and even extends it to pied-piping cases. Extractions are a case of mismatch between syntactic and semantic dependencies: the syntactic head of a relative clause-the main verb of the clause-, which syntactically depends on the antecedent, is generally not semantically linked to the antecedent (e.g. parle in (2), aime in (4) or pense in (6c)). As proposed in Kahane & Mel'çuk 1999, the constraints on extraction can be expressed on the string of syntactic dependencies between the syntactic head of the clause following the extracted element and the gap. One particularity of the TAG description concerns this string: in case of extraction, the hierarchy induced by the derivation tree on this string is the converse of the hierarchy in the syntactic dependency tree, which is also the hierarchy generally adopted for a derivation without extraction (compare Fig 13 and 14) . For this reason, all the string of nodes between the syntactic head and the gap is realized by predicative trees. Moreover, these trees have the following characteristics: the nodes that have been piped and are in COMP (mère in (2), Fig 10 will receive a predicative tree rooted by S' without S node, while the node which is linked to COMP (e.g. parle in (2)/ Fig. 10 ; picture in (5a)/ Fig. 13 ) will receive a predicative tree rooted by S' with a S node. The nodes that are between the node linked to COMP and the syntactic head of the relative will receive a predicative tree rooted by S. 5 And the converse is true. In other words, a lexical unit can be in one of the three positions considered in the string between the syntactic head and the gap if it has a tree of one of three types proposed.
Although our analysis handles more extractions than Kroch 1987's analysis, some constructions still cannot be suitably described. For instance, problems arise when one of the dependencies between the syntactic head and the gap is a substitution arc: it is the case for extractions outside an interrogative clause (le livre que je sais à qui donner 'the book that I know to which to-give': αlivre <-2-βque donner -3-> αqui <-2-βsais) or extractions where the wh-word is a modifier in the relative and might be both adjoined in the relative and on the antecedent (the guy whose car I borrowed: αguy <-1-βwhose -2-> αcar <-1-βborrowed). 6 In both cases, the tree which substitutes (αqui or αcar) is not in an adequate position for the tree that might adjoin on it. All these problems can be avoided in GAG/DTG where multiple adjoining and substitution of a same elementary tree are possible (Candito & Kahane, 1998) . For instance, the wh-word where will receive an elementary structure which can adjoin simultaneously on the antecedent bed and on the verb slept it modifies. Similarly, the wh-word qui in (2) will receive an elementary structure that can simultaneously adjoin on its antecedent and substitute in the relative clause. But contrary to Kroch's analysis and our analysis, constraints on extraction are not directly assumed by the categorial features of nodes and special features must be added for not overgenerating.
